2002 f150 fuel pump driver module

The fuel pump drive -- or driver -- module is usually referred to by the acronym FPDM.
Aftermarket retailers sometimes call the same component a fuel solenoid driver, or FSD. By
controlling the voltage, the fuel-pump driver module maintains the optimum fuel pressure and
fuel delivery to the engine throughout its full operating range. The fuel-pump driver module
controls the high-pressure fuel pumps of modern, computer-controlled, fuel-injected engines,
including diesels. The module is typically installed on or very close to the fuel pump, and in the
early years of the component's use, this practice led to a design fault. Manufacturers, including
Ford, initially placed the module inside the vehicle immediately above the fuel pump, typically
just beneath the floor pan. That practice had the module mounted under seats or covered by
carpet, which led to overheating problems. The fuel-pump driver module is the most common
part to fail in computerized diesel engines. When first installed in the technologically advanced
diesel engines of the mids, the modules were made from materials that were unable to handle
their own high operating temperatures and the extreme vibration they were exposed to when
functioning. In some model vehicles, such as General Motors vehicles made between and , the
failure rate has been almost total. Aftermarket units are available that use advanced electronics
that create less heat, with an improved heat transfer pad to minimize retention of the heat.
Pairing the fuel-pump driver module with the incorrect fuel pump will also promote failure.
Symptoms of a failing fuel-pump driver module all manifest in the performance of the engine.
Difficulty in starting or a smoky start-up, stalling or uneven running while idling, hesitations and
misses when driving, and power surges when in reverse can all -- separately or together -- be
indicative of a failing module. Failure can normally be diagnosed electronically using a
handheld scanner, with the model-specific code displayed that translates to the fuel-pump
driver module. Vehicles with modified engines that need more fuel than is standard, such as
race cars and tuned-up street cars, require modified FPDMs. Running a standard module can
result in overheating -- the standard fuel pump asks too much of the module, and its electronics
overheat -- so the internal limiter shuts the control process down. Although the module should
resume function when it cools to a safe temperature, the sudden cessation of fuel flow to a
full-revving engine can have catastrophic effects. John Cagney Nash began composing press
releases and event reviews for British nightclubs in His material was first published in the
"Eastern Daily Press. In he earned an OxBridge doctorate in philosophy and immediately
emigrated to America. Symptoms of Failure Symptoms of a failing fuel-pump driver module all
manifest in the performance of the engine. Modified Engines Vehicles with modified engines
that need more fuel than is standard, such as race cars and tuned-up street cars, require
modified FPDMs. References Northern Auto Parts: Dorman 6. Click to see full answer
Considering this, does a f have a fuel pump driver module? Likewise, where is the fuel pump
control module? This component is a separate unit that monitors voltage going to the pump ,
and when it senses anything out of preset parameters, it illuminates the MIL in the instrument
cluster. Most are located on the frame rail near the spare tire. Symptoms of a failing fuel - pump
driver module all manifest in the performance of the engine. Difficulty in starting or a smoky
start-up, stalling or uneven running while idling, hesitations and misses when driving, and
power surges when in reverse can all -- separately or together -- be indicative of a failing
module. The Fuel Pump Driver Module controls the voltage delivered to a vehicle's fuel pump.
By controlling the voltage, the module maintains optimal fuel pressure and fuel delivery to the
engine throughout its full operating range. The fuel pump is responsible for delivering fuel from
the gas tank to the engine at the appropriate pressure required for performance demands. The
fuel pumps on most modern vehicles are electric and mounted in the fuel tank. Estimate does
not include taxes and fees. Step 1 - Remove fuel from your tank. Step 2 - Elevate your truck.
Step 3 - Remove the heat shield. Step 4 - Remove fuel tank. Step 1 - Remove the bed. Step 2 Disconnect fuel filler cap. Step 3 - Remove filler neck clamp. Step 4 - Disconnect bed and tail
lights. This switch shuts off the fuel pump in the event of a collision. Once the switch has been
tripped, it must be reset manually in order to start the engine. The inertia switch is located on
the toe-board, to the right of the transmission hump, in the passenger-side footwell. Engine
stalls. If the fuel pump relay has an issue while the vehicle is operating it will cut off power to
the fuel pump , which will cause the engine to stall. A faulty relay may allow the vehicle to be
restarted a short while later, while a completely failed relay will not. Push the button on the
inertial switch; it should be clearly marked as the fuel pump reset, and may be in a contrasting
color to the case. The fuel pump control module is responsible for supply and regulation of
voltage to the fuel pump relay and the fuel pump. In most cases, the fuel pump controller is
integrated into the PCM but it may also be a stand-alone module. The fuel pump provides
pressurized fuel for the fuel injection system. For fire protection, the fuel pump should be wired
through an oil pressure switch to kill the pump if the engine stalls. In this case a relay is good
so the pump current doesn't go through the safety switch contacts. Pulse-modulated fuel

pumps control fuel pressure by changing the speed of the fuel pump. In brief, the PCM or the
fuel pump control module changes the fuel pump speed by rapidly switching the fuel pump on
and off. This item is a direct replacement for the OEM Ford part! If you have an F and it has no
fuel pressure. Check the fuel pump driver on your truck. It is located on a cross member above
your spare tire. Top Selected Products and Reviews. The fuel module is a component of the fuel
delivery system that manages the quantification and extraction of fuel inside the fuel tank
present on every vehicle. Some vehicles have several fuel modules in their fuel tanks. While the
fuel pump assembly is responsible for pushing the fuel at an optimal pressure, the fuel injection
system comes into the picture when the pressurized fuel needs to be delivered to the engine.
No power to Fuel Injectors Due to faulty fuel injector relay, blown fuse, no input signal to PCM
from crank position sensor or cam position sensor, or bad PCM driver circuit. Injectors should
usually have power when key is on. Have someone listen at the gas cap take it off , they should
hear the fuel pump turn over for about 2 seconds. Also when it happends , try to spray some
starter fluid into the throttle, if it runs, you will confirm a bad filter, or clogged filter. Does a f
have a fuel pump driver module? Category: automotive road side assistance. You need a fuel
pump. These truck do not have a fuel pump driver module as the F's use a return fuel system.
What is the fuel pump driver module? What do fuel pumps do? How much does it cost to
replace a fuel pump? How much is a fuel pump for a f? How do you change a fuel pump on a
Ford f? Where is the fuel pump reset button? What happens if the fuel pump relay goes bad?
How do I reset my fuel pump? Locate your car's inertial trigger or airbag control module. What
does fuel pump control module do? Does a fuel pump need a relay? Does the PCM control the
fuel pump? How much is a fuel pump module? Can a fuel pump relay work intermittently? What
is a fuel module? What is the difference between a fuel pump and a fuel pump assembly? What
causes no power to fuel pump? How do you test a fuel pump on a Ford f? Similar Asks. Popular
Asks. Trying to replace the F. I have the part but can not find it under the truck. Where is it
located? It's not where people are telling me to look. OJ answered 4 years ago. Drop the spare
tire and look underneath. Some are bolted to the axle or frame. The problem with these is the
module is usually made of one metal with the mounting being made of steel. Corrosion destroys
them. GuruZQF1M answered 3 years ago. GuruZ31RH answered 3 years ago. I own a f 4. That m
oduel is not there. I need help. Crank no start. Fired up fine last summer. Sat all year It's not on
the axel or under the spare tire cross member. Guru5D9F7 answered 3 years ago. GuruWLFB8
answered 2 years ago. So has anyone found out where the fpdm is located on a heritage. Mine
is not there. John answered 2 years ago. I'm just adding this thought or what I came across with
my 89 F 5. I can wiggle or push the wires down by my left foot at the fire wall side to side where
it won't allow it to start, it does allow it to crank but not start. Then I can move those wires
where it will allow it to start. My truck is acting like the fuel pump is going out, I will need to find
that bad wire to see if that was it. If you think it's your fuel pump, start it then wiggle those wires
to see if that creates your problem. With mine it shuts it off. You also might want to wiggle test
the wires under the hood. Mine starts to cut off going down the road, but it will start right back
up as if the fuel pump can't keep up. But it could be a bad wire that's shutting down the fuel
pump. I can't answer the question that is being asked here, I don't know if my 89 F as a fuel
pump driver module. Mine has 3 fuel pumps in the dual tanks system, one low pressure in each
tank and one high pressure that mounts to the frame under the driver side seat. Jrfinds
answered 2 years ago. Mtauburn1 answered about a year ago. GuruHVWT9 answered about a
year ago. I have f angry I domt see this fuel speed module instead I see this weird box that says
canister. Guru8FN1R answered about a year ago. Long fixed compartment above sparetire.
Guru2GXJG answered 11 months ago. I had a similar problem with my ford lightning i also
noticed my ECM is located under the dash board so that would be the best place to look i see a
similar box how hard it is to replace is another issue! Commish19 answered 4 months ago. Did
the lightning have a fuel pump control module? I'm having the same issues as what a defective
fuel pump driver module would have but,, I can't find it I have a different car. Content submitted
by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should
not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus
Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies.
Where is the Fuel Pump Driver Module located? Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:.
Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Ford F question. Sell Your Car
Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Ford F Questions. CarGurus
Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. Guy
answered 5 years ago. Bjb fuse 10 20amp to fuel pump relay controlled by pcm to inertia switch
to the pump. There isn't a separate driver to speak of, the fp driver is the pcm. I really appreciate
the reply. The truck has had the intermittent starting issues where it occasionally turns over but
isn't getting fuel. I've seen this issue described as a fuel pump driver module issue but that

won't be the case for me. Jim answered 2 years ago. Your F does indeed have a fuel pump
driver module located above and just ahead of the spare tire. It is attached to a steel cross
member with two fasteners. The aluminum base is very susceptible to corrosion being mounted
against steel. GuruWH8NB answered 2 years ago. I have a f and it also does NOT have a fpdm.
Guru16QWK answered about a year ago. Where is the location of the fuel driver module for a
Ford F 4. Thank You. Guru1MPNK answered about a year ago. Thank you! I had issues with my f
lariat running rough,and had my pcm replaced and then programmed by ford dealership. It then
had issues with turning over but not starting as if starved for gas. I went looking for fpdm and
could not find one. Looks like I need to replace fuel pump. I hace a f 4x4 and couldn't see the
fuel pump module, which it means that I might need to replace the fuel pump? If the pump is not
running it is probably bad barring a bad fuse or relay. My pumps go out every , miles. I then
replaced fuel pump and gas tank. Still having intermediate starting issues. Replaced fuse and
relay also. Getting infuriated! Tyg answered about a year ago. Hello I have a f and it drives for
about 10 minutes and then stall, I wait for about 2 hours it will start back up again, for another
10 minutes of driving it stalls again? James answered 10 months ago. Guru1MPNK answered 10
months ago. I have a f and have spent a lot of money trying to fix this problem. In the end, the
problem was the security system in the PCM. Sit a few minutes between tries. If it starts, then
this is your issue. I actually had to replace the replacement PCM because they are all rebuilt for
our older trucks. How did you know you had to replace the replacement PCM? I'm having issues
too with my I've changed the pump, modulator, regulator, heat sensor, and fuse. Now I'm about
to change the PCM. Guru1MPNK answered 7 months ago. I spent money on all that also! There
is usually a two year warranty on the PCM, and when my truck started that crap up not starting
again, I took it in and had the PCM replaced again. So far so good! Brenda answered 7 months
ago. Man I just bought mine in July 02 crew cab 5. Dan answered 2 months ago. Well, I am a
Chevy man. People actually call me Mr. Chevy because I run a Chevy in my Chevy pissed me off
so I bought my first Ford. Only had it a few months but loved it. Specially the 4x4. Kicked ol lady
out. Ol lady cone back at night and stole it. Her names on title so, men. Bought a 01 F not
running. Cranks but no fuel pump or pressure. Steering colum had been changed so I found
matching PCM and changed it, fuses and relays. Started right up but AntiTheft flashes quickly. I
understand now that the instrument cluster also contains part of PATS Anti Theft system and
has to be pulled andreprogrammed. I'm a retired engineer but someone needs an ass kicking for
the way they designed this. At least design it not to fail if you're going to this much work. Chevy
is starting to look better and better again.. Trying to replace the F. I have the part but can not
find it under the truck. Where is it located? It's not where people are telling me to look. I
replaced the battery in my F and it wont start It clicks at the relay but I cant tell where it is. Any
one know where the location of the starter relay is? I have a different car. Content submitted by
Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not
be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. I've
looked everywhere and followed th Where is the fuel pump driver module located on a F? I've
looked everywhere and followed the wiring harnesses but absolutely can't find it. Report Follow.
Best Answer Mark helpful. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related
Questions. Start a new Ford F question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure
transaction. Get Started. Search Ford F Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely
Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. Your question might be answered by
sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are
posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Skip to main content. You can return
the item for any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more about
free returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the return Select the return
method Ship it! Fastest delivery: Friday, Feb 26 Order within 9 hrs and 21 mins Details. Only 11
left in stock - order soon. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work
hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your
information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Sold by. NMN Precision. Fuel Pump
Driver Control Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Brand: NMN Precision. About this item This
fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. These items are
shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. FREE Shipping. Ships from and sold
by Amazon. Sold by Tool Deals and ships from Amazon Fulfillment. Customers who viewed this
item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Featured items
you may like. Compare with similar items. Register a free business account. Have a question?
There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product
information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? More to consider
from our brands. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated?

Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the
item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent
Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right
now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. Kinda of hard to get to on my F 6. Mine wasn't
bad, but I was having fuel delivery issues and my fuel pump driver control module was pretty
badly corroded so I wanted to give this a shot before I dropped the tank to replace the fuel
pump which wound up being bad. I've had this in my truck for several months with no issues.
The seals must be good because it survived driving through deep flood waters recently. The
product worked fine but it did not include all of the mounting hardware. I was able to make it
work, but it would have been nice to have all the mounting hardware and instructions. Start to
finis
396 firing order
2008 dodge avenger spark plugs
ford fusion europe manual
h great experience. One person found this helpful. Fixed my issue. See all reviews. There's a
problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with
Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a
language for shopping. Details Sorry. You are not eligible for this coupon. Mystic Co. Amazon
Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers.
Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on
Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids
Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital
Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals
and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

